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Research of the process of cold breaking of rolling by bending under static and shock loads was conducted to determine the effect of loading speed on the power parameters of the separation process and the quality of the workpieces. Experimental researches are conducted for the three-point cold breaking by bending of templates from steel of different brands at the static and shock loading with the use of original equipment and rigging. Comparison of maximal force of breaking at the static and shock loading was estimated by the coefficient of dynamic, which for the different brands of steel laid down accordingly: ШХ15 - 0,7; 60C2 - 1,6; 45 - 2,0; 40X - 1,8; 40Х - 1,8..2,1; 20 - 1,6..1,8 at speed of deformation to 18 m c. At the increase of speed of deformation the coefficient of dynamic grows for materials in the plastic and viscidly-resilient state and diminishes for materials in the fragile state. Than higher plasticity of material of templates, the greater size of coefficient of dynamic.

Obviously, that for the exposure of inclination of materials of templates to fragile destruction it is necessary to apply the higher values of speed of loading. With the growth of speed of deformation geometrical exactness of blanks from the different brands of steels, gets better, but not significant. The most high quality was shown by blanks at the division of standards from fragile and viscoelastic steels: ШХ 15, steel of 60С2, steel 45, steel of 40X. It is identified that greater part of energy of deformation is spent on an origin and viscid growing up of crack, while energy expended on fragile destruction is insignificant. Got results can be used for the improvement of the technologies of process of division of grade rolling on the measured blanks by the method of the cold breaking by a bend.
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Fig. 6. Table. 1. Ref. 8.

1. Introduction

Among the known waste-free methods of cut out of high quality rolling the special place is occupied by breaking bend, which is based on the directed destruction of the cut rolled during bending. The method of cold breaking by bending has low energy consumption, ease of implementation, the ability to separate hard and high-strength materials without heating. However, the full advantages of bending fracture can be used only if additional measures are taken to radically improve the quality of chipping and reduce the energy consumption of the fracture process, because the elastic-stress state is formed throughout the rolled section and only a small part of elastic energy goes to crack development. Other part of resilient energy is spent on a flowage in a macrovolume - in the area of contact with a shock instrument and supports [3].

In addition, as a result of the analysis of the regularities of deformation and destruction of rolled metal, it was found that the development of geometric defects during fracture is also caused by plastic deformation during separation [3,4].

One of the promising ways to reduce the level of plastic deformation is the use of high load speeds. A large merit in the study of questions of influence of speed of deformation on property of durability of metals belongs to the scientists: Ioffe O.F., Davidenkov N.N., Shevandin Ye.M., Gopkinson D., Erdogan E., Ekobori T., Pirson D., Sokolov L.D., Napivkhin P.I., Gun G.Ya., Galkin O.M., Parton V.Z. and others [1-8].

Development of new high-speed processes of division of high quality rolling on the measured blanks must be based on the modern methods of experimental analysis. Knowledge of the conduct of material at the shock loading - one of necessary terms of correct choice of the technological modes of process of division [5].
2. Problem formulation

Important direction of improvement of machine-building production is the development of ways of the cost of metal cutting in a purveying production and also the increase of exactness and productivity of cut out of rolling, as the noted factors substantially influence on the technical and economic indexes of next processes of production [1-5].

However, determination of size of arising up at a blow effort, through small enough duration of collision, presents the known problem. The briefness of action of loading and appearance of wave effects with the height of speed of deformation considerably complicate the analysis of conduct of material and influence of speed of loading on his mechanical properties [4].

Numerous experimental data testify to the sensiveness of materials to speed of loading, that speed of loading can, both to increase and diminish descriptions of durability depending on a structure, composition and technologies of their receipt. However, published experimental data are contradictory and it’s volume unsuffices, especially in relation to the processes of division of high quality rolling on the measured blanks [3].

3. A purpose of work

A purpose of work is research of the process of the cold breaking of rolling by bending at the static and shock loading for determination of influence of speed of loading on the power parameters of process of division and quality of blanks.

In order to obtain such data, experimental studies on three-point cold fracture by bending samples of steel of different grades under static and shock loads were performed [5].

4. Results of research

During the experiments, a press hammer was used as equipment (Fig. 1), a structure of the Donbas State Machine-Building Academy (DSMA), which provides the ability to create quasi-static, shock and combined loads in a wide range of speeds, energies and forces and has the following characteristics: maximum energy blow – 1,3 kDh; force developing by the press part – 106 kH; the maximum theoretical speed of the moving parts of the machine – 24,6 m/s and the corresponding stroke of the rod – 114,6 mm; battery capacity – 12·10^{-3} m^3; maximum working pressure – 18 MPa; mass of moving parts – 6,25 kg [7].

For carrying out experiments the installation for division of samples by a method of cold breaking by a bend consisting of a bed 1 in which guides mechanisms of a clip of hire, a breaker and the supports established with a possibility of the translational movement limited by stops 2 and overlays 3 which fasten to a bed with 1 bolts. The position of the clamping mechanisms, breaker and supports is fixed by bolts 5 screwed into the stops 2, nuts 4 and spacers 6. The rolling clamp mechanism consists of a housing 7, in the hole of which is a sample 15 between the half-sleeves 8, which are clamped by a bolt 9 screwed in the housing 7. The mechanism of the breaker consists of the housing 10, the striker 11, installed with the possibility of translational movement in the guides of the housing. The support mechanism consists of a housing 12 and a support plate 13, which is held by the pad 14 by means of bolts with washers [5,8].

A structural chart and picture of the experimental rigging (Fig. 1, а), picture of experimental equipment (Fig. 1, b) and chart of realization of experiment (Fig. 1, n), is brought around to Fig. 1.

Foil strain gages FKTK 10 200 C I, included according to the half-bridge scheme, were used as strain gages for registration of efforts on a fight and support of equipment. Information from strain gauges through a universal device for multichannel information collection E-440 was fed to a PC, where after processing using the original program was stored in tabular and graphical form, convenient for further analysis [5,8].

In an experiment cylindrical standards were used from rolling with diameter 16 mm and long 150 mm from the different brands of steel, that are in plastic - Ct, 3, in resiliently-plastic - Steel: 20, 45, 40X and in fragile state - Steel: 60C2, IIIX15. Stress concentrators in the form of an annular groove of a triangular profile were previously applied to the samples by means of a turning cutter with such parameters: depth – Δh = 1 mm and Δh = 3 mm, a radius at a top – 0,15 mm. Shoulder of appendix of loading – 50 mm [7].
Measuring of geometrical parameters which characterize geometrical exactness of the divided standards, was conducted by the method of macrostructural analysis with measuring of absolute and relative values of curvatures of geometrical form with the use of universal measuring instrument.

Typical graphics of change of power parameters of process of the three-point cold breaking by a bend from time at the division of standards from the different brands of steel with the concentrator of tensions $\Delta h = 3 \text{ mm}$ at the static and shock loading presented on Fig. 2.

Fig. 2. Dependence of force on a firing-pin from time for standards from the different brands of steel at $\Delta h = 3 \text{ mm}$: 1 – Steel ШХ15; 2 – Steel 20; 3 – Steel 40Х; 4 – Steel 45

a – at the static loading; b – at the shock loading
Typical oscillogram which is taken off from a firing-pin and supports (testimony of three channels which are taken off simultaneously) for standards from steel of brand of 60C2 at $V = 18 \text{ m/s}$ presented on Fig. 3.

Fig. 3. Typical oscillogram which is taken off from a firing-pin and supports (testimony of three channels which are taken off simultaneously) for standards from steel of brand of 60C2 at $V = 18 \text{ m/s}$: axis of $X$ – time, a scale – 100000 measuring in 1 s.

Fig. 4. Dependence of static force is on a firing-pin from time for the different brands of steel at $\Delta h = 1 \text{ mm}$ 1 – Steel 60C2; 2 – Steel 45; 3 – Ct. 3

Change of force of breaking $F(t)$ at the three-point breaking of standards with the concentrator of tensions $\Delta h = 1 \text{ mm}$ at the static and shock loading presented on Fig. 4,5.

Fig. 5. Graphics of change $F(t)$ of force on a firing-pin and supports (a testimony is from three channels which are taken off simultaneously) for the different brands of steel at the shock loading $(V = 18 \text{ m/s})$ on the chart of the three-point breaking by a bend at $\Delta h = 1 \text{ mm}$

a) – Steel 60C2; b) – Steel 45; c) – Steel 40X; d) – Steel 20

Results of the conducted experimental researches and additional calculations presented in Table. 1.
Comparison of maximal force of breaking at the static and shock loading was estimated by the dynamic factor $k_o = F_{so}/F_{sx}$ (see a table. 1), which for the different brands of steel laid down accordingly: Steel IIIX15–0,7; Steel 60C2–1,6; Steel 45–2,0..2,2; Steel 40X–1,8..2,1; Steel 20 – 1,6..1,8. Obtained results satisfactorily comport with data, resulted in literature [3] (taking into account that experiments were conducted at speed of loading $V = 18 \text{ m/s}$) where dynamic factor with the height of speed of deformation a to 100 m/of c for an armco-iron increases in 3,4 times; for Steel 45 – in 2,8 times; for steel Ct 3 – in 2,9 times; for steel IIIX 15 – less than 1,0 (explained by the initial processes of destruction in a metal and allows to consider a structural factor qualificatory on the initial stage of high-speed tests of materials).

Pictures of standards from the different brands of steel, divided on the chart of the three-point cold breaking by a bend at the shock loading presented on Fig. 6. Description of geometrical exactness of interphase of blanks was conducted on the known methods [3].

A blank from steel 60C2 is got by fragile destruction, the surface of destruction is mat, there is a small tear-out from the side of area of squeezing tensions, the trajectory of crack is rectilineal, the areas of standard near-by the concentrator of tensions practically are not deformed. Quality of blanks is high (see fig. 6, a).
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**Fig. 6. Pictures of standards:** a – Steel 60C2; b – Steel 45; c – Steel 40X; d – Steel 20

Standard from steel 45 has next descriptions of geometrical exactness: destruction is fragile, surface of destruction ofstriped, rough with the size of faction a 0,2…0,3 mm, the trajectory of crack is rectilineal. The areas of blanks which join to the concentrator of tensions are not practically outbowed (see fig. 6, b). Quality of blanks is satisfactory.

A standard from steel 40X has next descriptions of geometrical exactness: destruction is viscidly resilient, surface of destruction of striped, coarse-grained with tear-outs (faction is a 0,3…0,4 mm), areas nearby the concentrator of tensions are deformed poorly (see rice. 6, c). Quality of blanks is satisfactory.

### Table 1

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Mark of steel</th>
<th>Maximal force of breaking $F_{s}, kH$</th>
<th>Dynamic factor</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>$\Delta h = 3 \text{ mm}$</td>
<td>$\Delta h = 1 \text{ mm}$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>statics</td>
<td>dynamics</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Steel IIIX15</td>
<td>3,8</td>
<td>2,7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Steel 60C2</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>–</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Steel 45</td>
<td>3,9</td>
<td>8,6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Steel 40X</td>
<td>3,9</td>
<td>7,0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Steel 20</td>
<td>4,2</td>
<td>7,5</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Standard from steel 20 has next descriptions of geometrical exactness: destruction is viscidly resilient, surface of destruction of striped, coarse-grained with tear-outs (faction is a 0,6…0,8 mm), areas near-by the concentrator of tensions are deformed poorly (see rice. 6, d). Quality of blanks is satisfactory.

Thus, with increasing the speed of deformation, the geometric accuracy of obtained from samples of different steel grades improves, but insignificantly. Most of the energy is spent on the nucleation and viscous growth of the crack, while the energy spent on brittle fracture is negligible. There is leakage of the crack at room temperature, which is inherent in the brittle fracture, which is consistent with the data of the experiment [3] at temperatures below 50° C.

5. Conclusions
1. Values of dynamic factor at the shock loading of standards with different mechanical properties on the chart of the three-point breaking by a bend were defined. On the whole at the increase of speed of deformation the dynamic factor grows for materials in the plastic and viscidly-resilient state and diminishes for materials in the fragile state. The higher plastic properties of material of standards, the greater size of dynamic factor. For the exposure of inclination of materials of standards to fragile destruction it is necessary to apply the higher values of speed of loading - to 50 m/s.
2. With the increase of speed of deformation, geometrical exactness of blanks, obtained from standards from the different brands of steel, gets better, but not significant. Greater part of energy is spent on an origin and viscid growing up of crack, while energy expended on fragile destruction is insignificant.
3. Obtained results can be used for improvement of the technologies of process of division of the grade rolling on the measured blanks by the method of the cold breaking by a bend.
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Исследование процесса разделения сортовой прокатки на мерные заготовки методом разрывающего изгиба при статической и ударной нагрузке

В работе проведено исследование процесса холодной ломки проката изгибом при статическом и ударном нагружении для определения влияния скорости нагрузения на энергосиловые параметры процесса разделения и качество заготовок. Экспериментальные исследования проведены для трехточечной холодной ломки образцов из сталей различных марок при статической и ударной нагрузке с использованием оригинального оборудования и оснастки. Сравнение максимальной силы ломки при статической и ударной нагрузке оценивалось коэффициентом динамичности, который для различных марок сталей составил соответственно: ШХ15 – 0,7; 60С2 – 1,6; 45 – 2,0...2,2; 40Х – 1,6...1,8 при скорости деформирования до 18 м/с. При увеличении скорости деформирования коэффициент динамичности увеличивается для материалов, находящихся в пластическом и вязкоупругом состоянии, и уменьшается для материалов в хрупком состоянии. Чем выше пластические свойства материала образцов, тем больше величина коэффициента динамичности. Очевидно, что для выявления склонности материалов образов к хрупкому разрушению необходимо использовать более высокие значения скорости нагрузения. С повышением скорости деформирования прочностная точность заготовок, полученных из образцов из различных марок сталей, улучшается, но незначительно. Наиболее высокую точность заготовок получи вз хрупких и вязкоупругих сталей: ШХ15, Сталь 60С2, Сталь 45, Сталь 40Х. Большая часть энергии расходуется на зарождение и вязкое подрастание трещины, тогда как энергия, затрачиваемая на хрупкое разрушение, незначительна. Полученные результаты могут быть использованы для совершенствования технологии процесса разделения сортового проката на мерные заготовки способом холодной ломки изгиба.

Ключевые слова: ломка изгибом, сила, статика, удар, качество, прокат, заготовка, коэффициент динамичности.
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